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I. Introduction  

Concern with “sustainability” has exploded over the last decade (see Figure 1).  In the area of land use, 
in general, and for agriculture and food systems, in particular, questions of sustainability now typically 
are coupled with the concept of “ecosystem services.” Driven in part by shifting political economy of 
agricultural policy in the US and especially Europe, this signals an apparently growing realization that our 
collective stake in agriculture includes a number of important social and environmental impacts, such as 
providing open space and watershed functions, in addition to the familiar food, feed, and fiber, which had 
been the mainstays of most agricultural research and policy in the 20th Century.  Largely taken for granted 
in the past, what were viewed as “free gifts of nature” increasingly are considered important questions of 
public policy.  

The early, expansive definitions of “sustainability” and “ecosystem services” (respectively, World Commission 
on Environment and Development (1987) and Daily (1997)) have largely withstood the test of time.)  
Please see Appendix 1 for a glossary of some key terms.  Development of more practical, policy-relevant, 
and generally-accepted definitions of these powerful terms remains a work in progress.  This paper and 
indeed this roundtable meeting are intended to contribute to that process. 

From a scientific perspective, there is an obvious need for clarity and precision on what the ecosystem 
services are and how they can be measured and monitored. Much of the international research agenda in 
this area has aimed to disaggregate the broad con¬cept in order to be clearer on the underlying cause-effect 
relationships and developing “metrics” or “indicators” for assessment of patterns in spatial extent and 
distribution, for hypothesis testing, and for monitoring resource management and policy interventions. 
Regulation has been the conventional approach to mitigation of environmental problems, but some of 
the same forces that have produced heightened awareness of sustainability issues also have spawned an 
interest in positive alternatives in the form of incentive schemes to reward positive actions that maintain 
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or increase the provision of ecosystem services (Tomich et al. 2004). Simplified yet accurate and validated 
measures that will facilitate negotiations among various groups, often with conflicting interests, are seen 
as key ingredients of successful schemes (Van Noordwijk et al. 2004).
 
Yet the term “ecosystem services” often is used generically in scientific publications and “sustainability” 
rarely is treated with any precision by anyone (however see Arrow et al., 2004).  Moreover, attention 
from the media and policy elites to these general issues appears to run ahead of the cutting edge in 
science (e.g., Vitousek et al. 1997; IPCC 2007).  We know of no satisfactory model or explanation for 
the interplay among science, media coverage, policy debate, and zeitgeist in framing these sustainability 
issues. Moreover, what constitutes “sustainability” has social and political dimensions; different players 
have different interests and ideas and each would like to define “sustainable.” Thus, defining is powerful, 
and it is impossible to define “sustainability” in a way that is completely neutral, which is, again, an 
advantage of considering frameworks as a way of examining how we make decisions. But it seems clear 
that science is responding to agendas set by others in society as much as it is laying the foundations for 
those agendas. As a result, there are non-trivial challenges in identifying research agendas that are both 
socially responsive and scientifically credible.           

This roundtable meeting occurs in the midst of a year-long strategic planning and consultation process for 
the new Agricultural Sustainability Institute (ASI) on the UC Davis campus. ASI is intended to provide a 
hub that links initiatives in sustainable agriculture and food systems across all divisions of the College of 
Agricultural and Environmental Sciences at UC Davis (including the Student Experimental Farm and the 
Russell Ranch Sustainable Agriculture Facility), across the University of California (including SAREP, the 
UC ANR Sustainable Agriculture Research & Education Program), and with other partners across the State 

Figure 1. Use of the word “sustainability” in mainstream, English language print media.

Source: GoogleTM News Archive Search http://www.news.google.com
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of California.  ASI aspires to lead research on big emerging issues in California’s food system and to shape 
an agenda for research, education and action that responds to the concerns and aspirations of stakeholders 
representing the diversity of California. The pitfalls and possibilities discussed below represent ideas that 
are emerging from that ongoing process, which at this stage is still quite messy, and it may always be so.

II. Ecosystem Assessment: A Promising Starting Point

New organizational approaches to sustainability science and ecosystem assessment methods have been 
proven internationally; e.g., the Millennium Ecosystem Assessment (MA) and its precursors, such as the 
Pilot Analysis of Global Ecosystems (PAGE) and the assessment reports of the Intergovernmental Panel on 
Climate Change (IPCC). California is viewed – nationally and internationally—as a leader in agriculture 
and in science, policy and action for sustainability.  But the state appears to have lagged behind international 
practice in application of integrated assessment methods to synthesize across scientific specialties in order 
to produce information that users really need and in forms they can use for decision-making. California 
can draw from this international experience.  It also is worth noting that California has undertaken a 
number of integrated projects that are relevant to agricultural sustainability that have used stakeholder 
input and that elements of these initiatives can be used as a starting point for integrated assessment in the 
state.

The methodologies of integrated ecosystem assessment now are well established and can be applied 
at multiple sites and scales, while encompassing a wide range of stakeholders with different (even 
conflicting) interests. The Millennium Ecosystem Assessment is “the largest assessment ever undertaken 
of the health of ecosystems and the consequences of ecosystem change for human well-being” (www.
millenniumassessment.org), involving 1360 authors from 95 countries and an extensive review process by 
850 expert reviewers and governments. The MA methodology comprises the following elements (adapted 
from an unpublished graphic created by RJ Scholes):

•	Stakeholder	consultations	and	identification	of	users’	needs.
•	Development	of	assessment	questions	based	on	those	needs.
•	Identification	of	indicators	relevant	to	the	assessment	questions.
•	Assessment	of	current	conditions	and	short-term	trends	in	indicators	and	drivers	of	change	in	those	

indicators.
•	Use	of	scenarios	methods	to	address	uncertainty	and	plausible	futures	over	longer	timeframes.
•	Identification	of	response	options	(but	not	prescribing	particular	responses).
•	Communication	of	results	tailored	to	specific	users’	needs.
•	Capacity	building	for	integrated	assessment	throughout	this	process.

Ecosystem assessments begin with extensive consultations with stakeholders and particular user groups 
to identify priorities for assessment questions. Those consultations are fundamental to both the relevance 
and the legitimacy of the process and play a key role in providing the structure and focus needed to avoid 
degenerating into a huge literature review.  This would be a useful starting point for a research project 
on California agroecosystems.  Indeed, as noted above, ASI already has embarked on a similar set of 
consultations as part of its strategic planning process.  Everyone in the state holds some sort of a stake 
in agriculture, agroecosystems and surrounding environments, and food systems and, as a result, even a 
general typology includes a daunting array of groups (Figure 2).  

The heart of the Millennium Ecosystem Assessment is assessment of the conditions and trends in flows 
of ecosystem goods and services. Applied to agricultural sustainability in California, the assessment 
of conditions and trends in flows of agricultural goods and environmental services from California’s 
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agricultural sector could be an effective way of engaging interested faculty and students from the University 
of California and other institutions with broader stakeholder groups in producing a product that would be 
useful in framing both an agenda for policy action as well as an agenda for research and education. 

Analysis and modeling of driving forces (including biophysical and technological as well as social, economic, 
and political drivers) can be helpful in identifying priorities for research and policy analyses that help to 
point toward issues that will be prominent in the future.  Again, there are many existing models and results 
for California that can be used in this process, including using these models as empirical benchmarks to 
test consistency in participatory processes. 

Another technique from the MA (with roots in the IPCC) that can be useful in focusing research priorities is 
to assess the qualitative uncertainty regarding current scientific understanding.  For major questions (e.g., 
the relationship between scientifically plausible climate scenarios and water supply), current scientific 
results might be classed as “well established,” “established but incomplete,” “competing explanations,” or 
“speculative” based on judgment of the amount and type of evidence available and the level of scientific 
consensus.  

The process of assessing existing science from the perspective of users’ needs can itself produce important 
research products.  One example is the Pilot Analysis of Agroecosystems (Wood, Sebastian, Scherr 2000) 
that was conducted as a precursor to the MA, employing a similar approach, but with a much more 

Figure 2. Typology of stakeholders in agriculture and the food system.
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modest set of assessment topics. A similar prototype study could be a useful starting point for engaging 
stakeholders and for framing the priorities and research program for ASI and might also be of use to state 
agencies. In other words, rather than launching a comprehensive research program on agroecosystem 
services from scratch, there are big advantages to starting in an assessment mode.  Assessments and 
syntheses of existing research can powerfully leverage the impact of science if they are accompanied by 
effective “translation” and communication to user audiences.  

III. Conceptual Frameworks And Indicators: A Survey Of Pitfalls And Possibilities 

In California, there are vast numbers of agroecosystem goods and services, stakeholder perspectives, and 
user needs that could be considered in planning any agroecosystem assessment.  Priorities, values, and 
needs of the broad assortment of stakeholders (Figure 2) vary widely and in many cases contradict each 
other.  A literature review examining studies that have consulted stakeholders in regards to California 
agriculture and food systems sustainability showed that the range of issues involved is incredibly wide.  
A list of the top issues compiled from the studies illustrates the breadth of issues that are important to 
stakeholders; this list does not even include issues deemed less than critical (see Box 1).   

On the one hand, it is well established (Baumol and Oates, 1988) that overly-narrow analyses of 
environmental issues (or any case of multiple market failures or imperfections) can be highly misleading.  
Neglecting real complexities when framing problems can lead to overly simplistic solutions that are 
not relevant or applicable to the intricacies and difficulties of situations.  Recognizing the complexity, 
interconnections, and tradeoffs involved is critical.  However, there is an equal risk of lack of focus and, 
consequently, being overwhelmed and ultimately paralyzed by detail.  Conceptual frameworks can be an 
antidote to this problem of “everything depends on everything and everyone.”  

This section reviews strengths and weaknesses of various conceptual frameworks that could provide greater 
focus on key issues and relationships.  It will be seen, however, that (at least for now) there is neither 
a dominant framework nor any unified theory to apply to ecosystem assessment.  Instead, a pragmatic 
approach blending various frameworks and methods to balance strengths and offset weaknesses would 
seem to be the way ahead.     

III.1.  Pressure State (Impact) Response (PSR/PSIR) frameworks

The conceptual framework employed in the Millennium Ecosystem Assessment (MA) (Figure 3) is a 
variation of a Pressure State Response (PSR) or Pressure State Impact Response (PSIR) framework. It will 
serve as the starting point for the ASI survey. The foundation of the PSR/PSIR approach is to compare 
reference conditions with the same or similar systems under increasing degrees of human intervention. 
Historically biologists and ecologists have determined the general rules governing natural systems by 
studying nature in its most pristine state. Understanding these rules and drawing comparisons between 
pristine natural areas (reference conditions) and areas with varying degrees of human intervention is the 
main method used to gauge the type and extent of human impacts (Spreng and Wils 1996). 

The components of the PSR model are generally described as:
(1) Pressure variables (also called process or control variables or driving forces): indicators in this category 
gauge a process that will influence a state variable 
(2) State variables: indicators in this group describe the state of a resource or an ecosystem service
(3) Response variables are used to measure the response of efforts to reduce human impacts and/or attain 
better values in the pressure and state groups (Bell and Morse 1999). 
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Land use issues 
Urban-rural interface 
Agricultural land preservation (and forests and 

rangeland) 
Regional planning 
Population growth 
Land use planning and development- transit oriented, 

high density development 
 
Ecological issues 

Energy- renewables, biofuels 
Water 
Invasive species 
Landscape and farm systems ecology 
Biodiversity 
Soil 
Air quality 
Wildlife habitat 
Climate change 
Stewardship and concern for future generations 
 

Educational issues 
Agriculture and food systems education 
Interdisciplinary education 
Experiential learning 
Engaging youth in food/agricultural/farming futures 
Making agriculture an appealing career 
Recruiting and training future leaders in sustainable 
agriculture 
 

Food systems issues 
Direct marketing- economics and infrastructure 
Equal access to nutritious food, Food security 
Nutrition- obesity epidemic 
Access to information about food system 
Vibrant agricultural economy 
Linking production and consumption 
Empowering  
Local food systems  
producers and consumers 
Targeting structures, not just consumers, through new 

retail, distribution, ownership systems 
Food safety 
 
 

Definitions and labeling of sustainability 
Domestic fair trade- social justice criteria and 
labeling 
Standards and criteria of sustainability 
 

 

Economic and socioeconomic issues 
Farm worker issues (wages, health, housing, 

respect) 
Immigration policy, legal status of farm workers 
Economics of sustainability 
Commodity subsidy system 
Rural community health 
International development 

 
Farm system issues 

Assistance for beginning and minority farmers 
Pest management (insects, weeds, diseases, etc) 
Compensating farmers for environmental 

practices, rewarding stewardship 
Access to information, capital, and credit 
Technical assistance, services for producers  
Organic systems 
Integrating livestock into farm systems 
Perennial crops 
Breeding and genetics, GMOs- need for more info and 

research 
Need for affordable labor 
Marketing assistance 
Land tenure arrangements 

 
Umbrella issues (spanning above categories) 

Strengthening communication and relationships 
(within university, between university and 
external stakeholders, between farmers and 
environmentalists, between farm workers and 
farm owners, etc) 

Role of government and policy at all levels- 
especially local and Farm Bill 

Expanding beyond the “typical demographic” of 
sustainable agriculture- Making space for 
diversity 

Interdisciplinary research, education, communication 
Transparency 
Public funding 
Research agenda driven by public needs, not funding 
Collaboration 
Tradeoffs 
Market vs. policy solutions 
Knowledge transfer 
Participation process 
Values (of sustainability, of “mainstream,” crossover 

values) 
Role of university as a leader, ethical responsibility 
 

 

Source: report by A Cantor

Box 1. List of issues drawn from consultations with California stakeholders regarding agri-
cultural sustainability (Issues indicated in bold were mentioned in 4 or more studies.)
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Spreng et al. (1996) observed that the PSR model is among the most frequently used by international 
development organizations. Indicators in the response category were included in frameworks with 
much greater frequency following the 1992 Rio Conference, when the United Nations first emphasized 
the need to account for this variable (Bell and Morse 1999). The foremost difference between PSR and 
PSIR frameworks is that PSIR introduces an impact step, which outlines the causal relationships among 
variables more explicitly. Prominent examples of the PSR/PSIR approach are the UN SCOPE project and the 
Organization for Economic Cooperation and Development (OECD) framework. Closely related theories 
include systems analysis and hierarchy theory, both of which can provide additional insight into multi-
scale analysis. In these approaches, a “system” is a perceived whole whose elements are intrinsically related 
because they consistently affect one another over time and “operate towards a common purpose” (Senge 
et al 1994 p 90).  “Hierarchical systems” often are described as a nested set of subsystems, including the 
key feedback loops affecting the nature of the subsystem interactions (Simon 1962). 

The Millennium Ecosystem Assessment (MA) is a variation of the PSIR approach, with two important 
distinctions.  First, the MA incorporates multi-scale considerations, which are not commonly included 
in PSR/PSIR. Second, the MA incorporates feedbacks from both environmental changes and related 
consequences on human wellbeing. An important aspect of this second point is that feedback loops make 
the MA a more dynamic system, which can be described as circular or webbed, in comparison to the 
relatively linear PSR/PSIR approach. Figure 3. MA Conceptual Framework

(source: Millennium Ecosystem Assessment)(source: Millennium Ecosystem Assessment)
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Figure 3. MA Conceptual Framework
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Figure 3. Millennium Ecosystem Assessment conceptual framework

Source: Millennium Ecosystem Assessment
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PSR/PSIR approaches have been criticized for their linearity and promotion of one-dimensional thinking 
about relationships among drivers and state variables. The potential danger lies in obscuring rather than 
revealing critical relationships and encouraging one-dimensional, quick-fix responses (Bell and Morse 
1999). Similarly, linear PSR/PSIR approaches have been deemed overly narrow, as they are unable to 
account for the background processes that determine ecosystem and environmental health (Berger and 
Hodge 1997). More dynamic approaches that emphasize feedbacks and multiple scales may help to answer 
these criticisms. 

III.2.  Capital theory

The MA conceptual framework (Figure 3) emphasizes flows of ecosystem services and does not work 
as well regarding the stocks of resources that are essential to sustainability. Though flows of ecosystem 
services may sometimes be an effective proxy for the status of the underlying natural resource base, this 
is not always the case.  Capital theory is the foundation for the sustainability definition developed by 
the World Commission on Environment and Development (1987): “development that meets the needs 
of the present without compromising the ability of future generations to meet their own needs.”  This 
interpretation of sustainable development continues to inspire debate. Victor (1991) recognized that 
resource stocks are increasingly recognized as crucial variables for measurement, presumably because they 
can be used to determine how resources will persist under current or future patterns of use. Sustainability 
assessments informed by this school of thought often emphasize maintaining capital stocks (Stern 1995), 
which are also described as state variables (Ludwig, Walker et al. 1997; Bell and Morse 1999). This 
theory grew from the extensive literature on economic growth and finite resources that thrived in the 
1970s (Victor 1991).  Work of the United Kingdom’s Department for International Development (DfID) 
is one prominent example of the capital theory approach.  Often called the “livelihoods” approach, the 
DfID approach focuses on “five types of capital” (viz., natural, physical, financial, human, and social) as a 
conceptual framework for planning, programming and project design for sustainable development. 

Capital theory by itself does not highlight causal relationships or the forces that drive increases or decreases 
in state variables, whether these are interpreted as resource stocks or flows of agroecosystem services. 
Instead the theory is intended to monitor reserves of natural resources and their depletion levels. There is 
relatively little interaction among the variables in comparison to the PSR/PSIR method.
 
Leading economic theorists (Arrow, Dasgupta, and Mahler 2004) have proposed a consistent and empirically-
tractable concept of sustainability that provides a useful framework for focusing on the resource base, 
interpreted broadly in terms of the “five types of capital” livelihoods framework developed by DFID: stocks 
of human, social, natural, physical and financial capital.  The green box in Figure 4 incorporates a list of 
resource stock variables within a PSR framework, with examples relevant to California agroecosystems.  Of 
course, adding these variables would significantly increase the measurement challenges and costs if one 
were to attempt to monitor the full range of indicators.   
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Underlying drivers
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Climate change

Resource stocks
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AirPopulation growth

Technological change

Rising incomes

Markets (shocks, 

Climate change

Invasive species

Land use & cover change

Irrigation, roads, other 

Air

Water

Biological resources

The sun, fossil solar energy(
globalization, protection) 

Social (lifestyle) and 
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g
investments

Input decisions (seed, 
fertilizer, etc)

, gy

Human resources

Physical infrastructure

Financial capital

Social, economic, political 
institutions

Agroecosystem goods &  
environmental services
Provisioning (food water fiber fuel etc)

Human wellbeing
Health and nutrition

Education Provisioning (food, water, fiber, fuel, etc)

Supporting (soil formation, buffering of 
floods and droughts; control of pests and 
diseases; remediation of pollution; 
decomposition of waste; etc )

Education

Economic security

Environmental security

Social justice and equity decomposition of waste; etc.)

Enriching (educational, cultural, aesthetic)Cultural integrity

responses

Figure 4. Modified framework to incorporate resource stocks, with indicative examples for 
California agroecosystems.

Source: Adapted from Millennium Ecosystem Assessment and DFID frameworks

III.3.  Planning and policy analysis  

Much of the action actually lies behind the “arrows” in Figure 4, which mask various possible policy 
interventions that also affect state variables.  Building on a long history of applied analysis of policies, 
programs, and specific projects (typically in an international development context), Earl et al. (2001) have 
proposed a useful model of the causal connections linking specific interventions and activities, to outputs, 
outcomes and desired impacts, which is called “outcome mapping” and is related to adaptive management 
approaches discussed below.      

Practical attempts at policy analysis, by necessity, have to make pragmatic choices about what to include 
in the assessment of tradeoffs.  For the important case of land use tradeoffs in developing countries, Vosti 
and Reardon (1997) proposed analyses be organized around a “critical triangle” of public policy goals: 
productivity growth, poverty alleviation, and sustainable resource use, which closely align with the widely-
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accepted notion of three “pillars” of sustainability. Crissman et al. (1998) extended this policy analysis approach 
to include human health.  A collection edited by Lee and Barrett (2001) includes a large number of examples of 
approaches to quantitative policy analysis of tradeoffs among the “critical triangle” of public policy goals for the 
case of land use intensification in developing countries. 

Two ongoing initiatives for integrated assessment of land use alternatives illustrate the range of fruitful (yet 
contrasting) empirical strategies as well as some important common elements. The Tradeoff Analysis (TOA) 
Method (Antle and Capalbo, 2001, Crissman et al. 1998; Stoorvogel et al. 2004; www.tradeoffs.montana.edu) 
is an example of a more formal approach, which combines spatially-referenced bio-physical and economic 
data with crop growth models and econometric-process simulation models and bio-physical models. By way of 
comparison, the Alternatives to Slash-and-Burn (ASB) Matrix approach (Tomich et al., 1998; Tomich et al., 2005;  
www.asb.cgiar.org) is much simpler in its data requirements and analytical setup, emphasizing replicability and 
comparability across sites in the search for empirical patterns. The rows of the ASB Matrix are specific land uses, 
ranging from natural forests and forest extraction activities to agroforests, simple tree-based systems, rotational 
bush fallows, continuous annual cropping, and pastures/grasslands.  The columns are indicators of specific goals 
from global perspectives (biodiversity and carbon stocks), national policymakers’ perspectives (economic growth, 
employment) and local perspectives (agronomic sustainability, adoptability by smallholders). The ASB matrix 
approach is useful for identifying big (order of magnitude) differences and is a useful framework for testing a wide 
range of indicators for specific policy goals, but is not as sophisticated spatially or statistically as TOA.  

Similarities in the TOA and ASB approaches to measuring tradeoffs are at least as important as their methodological 
differences.  Most importantly, each provides a proven framework for planning, coordinating, and reporting multi-
disciplinary, integrated assessments of policy-relevant tradeoffs associated with land use and cover change.  Each 
also is valuable as a tool for ex ante impact assessment.  Both engage policymakers and other key stakeholders and 
likely users of the analysis at the outset in order to identify policy-relevant criteria and indicators for empirical 
assessment. Each takes a modular multi-disciplinary approach to measurement of specific indicators, so that 
the necessary depth of expertise can be incorporated in the integrated assessment. Both also take a multi-scale 
approach, building up from land use decisions at the farm level as units of analysis but placing these plot-level 
activities within a broader environmental context. 

Potential pitfalls of the policy analysis approach include:
•	 Focusing	too	narrowly,	and	hence	missing	tradeoffs		
•	 Political	backlash	from	vested	interests.		
•	 Key	policy	partners	lose	their	influence.	
•	 Sliding	from	assessment	into	advocacy.	
•	 Becoming	mired	in	operational	detail.		
•	 Failure	to	draw	broader	implications.		

These pitfalls are general and certainly are not unique to California.  But they do point to the need to pay specific 
attention to managing and spanning boundaries between science and policymakers.

III.4.  Reducing uncertainty versus expecting the unexpected 

Johnston and McCalla (2004) took a retrospective approach in their assessment of prospects for California 
Agriculture in the 21st Century.  Their historical research demonstrates the remarkable adaptability of California 
agriculture over timeframes spanning decades or generations.  It also reveals the central role of population, 
technological change, and market fluctuations as drivers of these changes. Understanding likely changes in those 
and other major drivers, then, is a key to understanding past and future levels of resource stocks and service flows 
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in the state’s agroecosystems.  But, aside from population and age structure, our ability to predict trajectories of 
those underlying and direct drivers (examples are listed in the blue boxes in Figure 4) is poor and we face significant 
uncertainty even a decade ahead. The following strategies are approaches to dealing with this uncertainty. 

a) Bayesian models
Bayesian decision theory hinges on the value of information under conditions of uncertainty. In this approach, 
the primary criterion for choosing indicators is that the benefits of having the information gained through their 
monitoring must be greater than the costs of obtaining it (Pannell and Glenn 2000). This approach is based in 
economic theory, and emphasizes maximizing the utility of information; indicators are most useful if they provide 
information that reduces uncertainty. 

Indicators that are highly technical in focus (of great interest to the research community) may not be particularly 
useful for practical management decisions faced by stakeholders, and there may be very few points of overlap 
between groups. For this reason separate sets of indicators may be needed for farmers, resource managers at other 
scales (watershed, basin, ecosystem), and for policy makers (Pannell and Glenn 2000). 

Stirling (1999) emphasizes that the goal of indicators is to enable well-informed decision making; comprehensive 
monitoring may not be necessary or desirable. This contrasts with the stricter forms of the Baysian-inspired 
economic approaches, in which the main question is which indicators provide information of economic value 
(e.g. reducing uncertainty, while minimizing transaction costs). Stirling (1999) argues that the primary dilemma 
is how to select indicators based on the best scientific information and remain flexible about diverse interests and 
values that inform indicator selection. 

Bayesian decision theory is closely related to standard information theory (Pannell and Glenn 2000). Variations 
of the Bayesian approach have been used to inform indicators and uncertainty assessment in Australian farming 
systems (Pannell and Glenn 2000), marine fisheries (Seijo 2000), and sockeye salmon (Robb 1998).  Key findings 
from these studies were: that calculating the value of sustainability indicators is complex; the value of information 
arises from its ability to influence and change management choices (Pannell and Glenn 2000); uncertainty plays 
an important role in determining management outcomes and should be considered in all management analyses 
(Robb 1998). 

b) Post-normal science
Post-normal science is an approach that highlights the complexity of natural systems and advocates evaluation 
“based on unpredictability, incomplete control, and a plurality of legitimate perspectives” (Funtowicz and Ravetz 
1994, p 1881). This approach advocates evaluation based on uncertainty and incomplete control in management 
scenarios (Funtowicz and Ravetz 1994). Unlike the Bayesian framework that seeks to minimize uncertainty, post-
normal science acknowledges that many perspectives may be legitimate and uncertainty is an inherent part of the 
natural world.

Funtowicz and Ravetz are the most widely published proponents of post-normal science, a term that originated in 
Thomas Kuhn’s (1962) work and his assertion that the majority of scientific research is dedicated to solving puzzles 
in systems where definitive answers can be expected. Funtowicz and Ravetz (1992, 1994) present problem solving 
approaches as a spectrum that ranges from high to low certainty with respect to “decision stakes” and systems 
uncertainties.  “Decision stakes” describe what is important to various stakeholders (ethics and commitments) and 
systems uncertainties describe what is or is not known about the system from a problem-solving standpoint. The 
problem-solving spectrum in this context is the following: Applied science is suited to situations of clear decision 
stakes and low systems uncertainties. The domain of professional consulting applies when decision stakes and 
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systems uncertainties are higher and, as a result, a variety of methodologies may be needed to articulate both 
values and uncertainties, as informed by experts invested in the process. Post-normal science is the broadest 
approach, fitting situations of high uncertainty among decision stakes with high systems uncertainties. 

The authors assert that global environmental problem solving is most similar to the “innovative or revolutionary” 
aspects of post-normal science (Funtowicz and Ravetz 1994 p 1883). Uncertainty and decision stakes are high 
and definitive answers are not necessarily expected, therefore a post-normal approach is needed. This approach 
is primarily theoretical and post-normal science was not found listed as an input in the indicators frameworks 
during our preliminary review, but there may be ways to incorporate this approach into integrated assessments 
in the future. 

c) Scenarios techniques 
Peter Schwartz (1991) develops the idea of planning and preparing for uncertainty through development of 
alternative scenarios, or plausible story lines how the future may unfold. In The Art of the Long View, Schwartz 
outlines eight steps for developing scenarios that can help individuals or groups envision the future environments in 
which their decisions will be played out. The distinguishing characteristic of this method is exploring possibilities 
that would ordinarily be dismissed through structured examination of underlying assumptions regarding future 
paths. 

The stages of developing scenarios are (Schwartz 1991): 1) Identifying the key issue or decision; 2) Identifying 
key forces (specifically the forces that will determine whether the key decision succeeds or fails); 3) Identifying 
driving forces, or things in the larger environment that might dictate changes in key forces; 4) Ranking key factors 
and driving forces according to importance and uncertainty; 5) Considering how the scenarios are likely to behave 
and differ based on past behavior; 6) Revisiting the key forces in the context of each scenario’s plot; 7) Exploring 
the implications of the key decision in each scenario; and 8) Selecting leading indicators to signal which scenario 
is actually unfolding. 

Variations on this approach have been used by businesses to grapple with uncertainty in market settings and 
also in international assessments conducted by the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC) and, 
as already mentioned, by the MA. Together with other methods such as forecasting, simulation modeling, and 
risk assessment, scenarios would be useful tools in framing a forward-looking conceptual framework and for 
developing leading indicators.  For California, application of these established techniques in collaboration with 
a set of communities representing the diversity of state could be an effective means of engaging community 
level stakeholders and eliciting values, hopes, and fears from different stakeholder groups regarding alternative 
futures. 

d) Adaptive management
Similar to the approaches to uncertainty discussed above, adaptive management and evolutionary approaches 
focus explicitly on social learning processes.  The theory of adaptive management rests of the recognition that 
humans often don’t have the information or capacity necessary to manage ecosystems, which are dynamic systems 
that undergo cycles of instability and resilience (Walters and Holling 1990). Adaptive management has been 
described as a partner in scientific discovery that surveys the environment of interest and provides updated 
information and understanding that can be used to guide decision making. In environments where uncertainty 
is high, there are few reliable answers, but potential solutions can be explored through experimentation.  Lee 
(2001) describes adaptive management approaches “as experiments that probe the responses of ecosystems as 
people’s behavior in them changes” (Lee 2001, online at http://www.consecol.org/vol3/iss2/art3/). Prominent 
examples of this approach include: logical frameworks; strategic mapping; neighborhood sustainability indicators 
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(Meter 1999); integrated assessments (Kasemir 1999, Simon and Bell 2003); and systematic sustainability analysis 
(Simon and Bell 2003).

Walters (1986) presented three ways that management could be adaptive: first are evolutionary approaches, in 
which initial choices are haphazard and later choices build on the subset of decisions that yield the best results. 
Second, are passive adaptive approaches, in which historical data are used to construct the model or identify 
the response that seems the best fit. Third, in the active adaptive approach, data available at the time are used 
to construct a range of alternative management interventions and, from these, one is selected based on expected 
performance in the short term and balanced with uncertainty of knowing which intervention (if any) will prove 
best in the long term. Similar to the post-normal science and scenarios approaches discussed above, Walters and 
Holling (1990) advocate embracing uncertainty as a critical step in designing management plans and selecting 
performance indicators. 

Skeptics, most notably Bossel (1999), have criticized adaptive approaches by highlighting three main limitations: 
first, these systems are designed without a strong theoretical framework that indicates the whole system’s status 
and capacity; second, indicator systems created in this way are biased towards the expertise and interests of their 
creators; and third, as a result of the first two shortcomings, there is density or replication of indicators monitored 
in some areas, while other areas are sparsely monitored or unmonitored altogether. 

Indicator sets, organizational structure, and presentation of results may vary widely in both bottom-up and top-
down approaches.  Bossell’s criticisms are focused on top-town approaches and most applicable to what Holling 
(1986) described as evolutionary approaches (in which elements can be borrowed from a variety of sources and/or 
learned through trial and error). Bottom-up approaches might be thought of as “wisdom of crowds,” and may also 
have limitations in describing the health and longevity of the whole system.  An eclectic strategy could incorporate 
complementary strengths of both top-down and bottom-up approaches.

e) Evolutionary approaches to social learning
Proponents of cultural evolution have argued that selfish rationality and an unrelenting desire for individual 
utility maximization are insufficient to describe human behavior both individually and in groups (Richerson 
et al. 2006). Cultural evolution offers a theoretical alternative, describing how altruistic tendencies in humans 
are a product of social norms selected for at the tribal scale and then followed by a “co-evolutionary response” 
at the genetic level (Richerson et al. 2006, p. 201). The social instincts developed at the tribal level work as a 
guiding influence (sometimes described as the “moral hidden hand”) and are believed to provide a strong basis 
for cooperation among individuals. 

Evolutionary approaches to social learning attempt to explain the mechanisms by which decision making evolves 
on both social and genetic levels. A potentially important implication of this theory is that frameworks that seek to 
maximize only narrower concepts of economic utility may recommend indicators or policies that fail to take into 
account cooperative behavior, an element which is essential for managing common pool resources. A common 
theme in this work is trying to determine when cooperation will trump competition in management situations. 
This approach is an interesting counterpoint to Bayesian decision theory, which emphasizes reducing uncertainty 
and maximizing utility of information.
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IV. Conclusions: Possibility Of A Practical, Synthetic Approach

An integrated ecosystem assessment of  California’s agriculture and food system, building on lessons from the MA 
and taking an eclectic approach employing selectively from a range of concepts and methodologies to develop 
indicators, could provide a practical, science-based framework to organize data on sustainability trends, to advance 
understanding of the practical implications of sustainability and, thereby, to tackle big emerging sustainability 
issues in California’s food system.  It also could be a useful starting point for the new Agricultural Sustainability 
Institute at UC Davis. Such an assessment could shed light on questions such as: 
•	 Where	has	there	been	progress	toward	sustainability?					
•	 Where	there	are	problems,	which	strategies	and	responses	can	be	most	effective?	
•	 Are	there	tradeoffs	across	objectives?	
•	 Where	are	the	knowledge	gaps	that	matter	most?	
A set of scientifically-validated indicators could be used by many stakeholders to benchmark trends in sustainability 
in California’s agriculture and food system.  Creation of a set of indicators also could create capacity to monitor 
changes, assess risks, and anticipate emerging sustainability challenges and opportunities.  These activities also 
would help to build integrated assessment capacity in California and could create an institutional home within 
ASI for a cumulative, continuous process of expansion, updating, quality control, synthesis and translation of 
sustainability indicator sets comprising credible, useful knowledge on sustainable agriculture and food systems 
in the state.  An institutional focal point such as ASI also could help California draw on (and contribute to) 
comparative experience nationally and internationally to expand understanding of best practices and broaden 
perception of workable alternatives.
Use of these frameworks, methods, and indicators would provide means to engage across a range of stakeholders, 
and contribute to an evolving consensus on the practical meaning of agricultural and food system “sustainability” 
in California. In addition to providing the scientific foundation for such an operational definition of “sustainability” 
for California’s agriculture and food system, the sets of sustainability indicators could contribute to development 
of agricultural sustainability standards and a long-term strategic vision for the future of California’s food system. 
Finally, an evolving science-based consensus also could contribute to formation of new political coalitions in 
support of policies, programs, and other actions to enhance sustainability of California’s food and agriculture.  
More broadly, synthesis and integration of the huge amount of existing information would be useful in and of 
itself.    
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Appendix 1. Glossary* 

Agroecosystem goods: what the Millennium Ecosystem Assessment (MA) refers to as “provisioning services” 
such as food, fuel, fiber and other tangible goods produced by agriculture (broadly interpreted)

Drivers, direct: a driver that directly influences the resource base and ecosystem processes**   

Drivers, underlying: “a driver that operates by altering the level or rate of change of one or more direct driv-
ers.”**  (Called an “indirect driver” by the MA)

Ecosystem: “a dynamic complex of plant, animal, and microorganism communities and their non-living envi-
ronment interacting as a functional unit.”

Ecosystem assessment: “a social process through which the findings of science concerning the causes of ecosys-
tem change, their consequences for human wellbeing, and management and policy options are brought to bear 
on the needs of decision makers.”

Ecosystem services: “the conditions and processes through which ecosystems sustain and fulfill human life, and 
that result from the interaction of organisms and their environment” Quoted from Jackson (2007); also see Daily 
(1977).  As used by Daily (1977) and by the MA, “ecosystem services” comprises both ecosystem goods (see 
“agroecosystem goods” above) and “environmental services” (described below). 

Environmental services: “regulating services such as flood and disease control” and “cultural services such as 
spiritual, recreational, and cultural benefits”; approximately corresponding to what economists class as exter-
nalities and public goods.   

Human wellbeing: “a context- and situation-dependent state, comprising basic material for a good life, freedom 
and choice, health, good social relations, and security.”

Indicator: “information based on measured data used to represent a particular attribute, characteristic, or prop-
erty of a system.” 

Resource stocks: the “factors” of production, based on the UK Department for International Development (DfID) 
concept of five kinds of ‘capital’: natural, physical, financial, human, and social.

Responses: “Human actions, including policies, strategies, and interventions, to address specific issues, needs, 
opportunities, or problems.  In the context of ecosystem management, responses may be of legal, technical, 
institutional, economic, and behavioral in nature and may operate at local or micro, regional, national or inter-
national level and at various time scales.” 

Sustainability/sustainable development “..development that meets the needs of the present without compromis-
ing the ability of future generations to meet their own needs” Quoted from World Commission on Environment 
and Development (“The Brundtland Report”) 1987; generally associated with 3 “pillars” or dimensions of sus-
tainability: economic, environmental, and social.  

*Except where otherwise noted, entries in this glossary are quoted or adapted from Millennium Ecosystem As-
sessment (2003), Appendix 4, pp. 208-216.  

** On “drivers”, also see Geist and Lambin (2002). 
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